USB Heating Eye Mask

iRelief ® VEM-100

Comfort Your Eyes Anytime, Anywhere
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Product Concept
iRelief ® is a smart eye mask designed to providing heating comfort to the eyes. It works by connecting eye mask with power bank or computer or any other power source. It can relieve eye
fatigue and discomfort caused by dry eye or other eye problems. It can also accelerate the blood
circulation around the eye to improve black eye circle conditions.
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provides 3 optional heating temperatures
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to meet different comfort demands. The heating

40°C

iRelief

®

time is 30 minutes for all 3 options. When the 30

45°C

minutes’heating SPA is finished, it will automatically stop working and be switched off in one hour.

3D Eyeball Fitting Design
3D eyeball fitting design making iRelief ® fully
in touch with the periorbital area to provide
seamless heating comfort without compressing eyeballs.

Magsafe Connection Design
iRelief

®

applies Magsafe connection design like

the Apple products. When not connected with the
USB cable, iRelief

®

can be used as an ordinary

eye mask for sleeping purpose.

Special Heat Insulation Materials
iRelief ® is made of special heat insulation to keep the heating effect at optimal status.
Also, the material is washable. So, the users can wash iRelief ® for hygiene purpose.

Specification

VEM-100

Heating method

powered by USB connection

Heating temperature

38°C, 40°C, 45°C

Heating duration

30 minutes

Input voltage

DC 5V/1A

Power

2.5~4.5W

Material

cotton, blended fabric

Color options

grey, pink

Product size

220 X 100 mm

Weight

45g
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